Young (right) talks with Kaunda: 'I learned how to make the system work for us'

Carter's 'Point Man'

As Andrew Young strolled through the old slaving port of Zanzibar last week, Muslim women in flowing black robes and men in Western-style slacks smiled and waved at him. Later, he dropped in at a "people's club" and danced a few steps of what an aide described as "a sort of stiff Hustle." America's first black ambassador to the United Nations was on a low-key mission. "I have come to listen," he said, "I bring no solutions." Young, 44, did meet with some important African leaders, including Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda and Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere, and he bluntly attacked the white Prime Minister of Rhodesia, Ian Smith, "I take the view that Smith is an outlaw," he told Newsweek's Loren Jenkins. "But I accept that he is in power and has to be dealt with, because there is no one else to take his place."

The remark was typical of Andrew Young—an outspoken commitment to his beliefs coupled with a realistic willingness to deal with things as they are. Those qualities, plus his political support of Jimmy Carter's Presidential campaign, have given him an almost unique relationship with Carter. At Young's swearing-in two weeks ago, the President declared: "I have never said it about anyone else—of all the people I have ever known in public service, Andy Young is the best . . . His status will be equal to that of the Secretary of State or the Secretary of the Treasury or anyone else." But the new ambassador also set an enviable record of a sort: his freewheeling statements on Vietnam, Rhodesia and Angola forced Secretary of State Cyrus Vance to rebut publicly his views three times in one week.

Even before taking the U.N. post, it was evident that Young would never be—as he himself put it—"a meek White House nigger." Brought up in a mostly white neighborhood in New Orleans as the son of a prosperous dentist, he converted to the civil-rights cause only after his ordination as a minister in the United Church of Christ. One of Martin Luther King's top lieutenants during the ugly days of Birmingham and Selma, he became known as a man who could deal with people on all sides of an issue without compromising his own principles. "One of the things I learned from Dr. King was tactics," he has said. "I learned how to make the system work for us." In 1972 he became the first black congressman from Georgia since Reconstruction, and there are those—Young apparently among them—who think his political prospects could extend all the way to the White House. When he was considering Carter's U.N. offer, some of his black allies opposed the move. "Don't do it," cabled fellow Georgian Julian Bond. "We need you in Congress."

Style: Young already has made his presence felt at the U.N. He ruffled feathers in the Foreign Service by replacing all four of his ambassadorial-rank assistants and promised to add women and minorities to his staff. There also will be a sharp change in diplomatic style from the days of Henry Kissinger and Daniel Patrick Moynihan. "Maybe the single most important dynamic in today's foreign relations is racism," he told Newsweek's Vern E. Smith last December. "Kissinger had no understanding of that and that was the reason he misjudged the African situation."

Already, Young is a celebrity at the
U.N. and he may attain star quality next month when the presidency of the Security Council rotates to him, possibly in time for debates on the Middle East and Africa. But many professional U.S. diplomats worry about his impulsive, outspoken ways. Before he was sworn in, Young said the Administration favored Vietnam's admission to the U.N. The next day, the State Department repeated an earlier, carefully tuned statement by Vance that the U.S. merely looked forward to talks with Hanoi on normalizing relations. Next, Young declared that Rhodesia would resume its stalled negotiations with black militants if South Africa ordered it to do so. At a news conference, Vance responded drily: "I don't think it's that simple." Then Young said in a TV interview that "in a certain sense" Cuban troops had brought "a certain stability and order" to Angola. Re- 

torted Vance: "I think the presence of any outside forces is not helpful."

Complains a State Department hand: "Young has the best intentions in the world, but he doesn't realize yet that when he comes out with these blockbusters, he may be undoing the work we've been doing, bit by bit, for months or years." At a private discussion two weeks ago among Young, Carter, Vance and national security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, the Secretary of State patiently explained to Young that his new role required tact and discretion. But Young is not contrite. He regards himself as a "point man" in the making of policy. "President Carter said he wanted a foreign policy that is not conducted in secret," he told Newsweek's Jenkins. "I think that means involving the American people in the foreign-policy debate. I can do that through some of the things I say." Young broke little ground in Africa last week. The pretext for his trip was a 

armed struggle will continue and we will win anyway."

Young warned that "there has to be a negotiated settlement because the only alternative is large-scale death and destruction." The Administration had not yet worked out a detailed approach to the problem of southern Africa. Speaking of the expectations of Black African leaders, Young said: "I hope you don't expect too much, but I hope you get a hell of a lot." As for his own expectations, Young clearly did not intend to be stifled by the constraints of traditional diplomacy. During the meeting with Carter and his advisers, Young reportedly told Brzezinski that he hoped his style would not cause problems. Brzezinski replied that if it ever did, he would simply pick up the phone and say so. "So far, he has not telephoned," reported Young with a disarming smile.

—RAYMOND CARROLL with LOREN JENKINS in Zanzibar and SCOTT SULLIVAN in Washington
of his apartment in the unfinished Festac Village, 6 miles outside Lagos. "You can't think there's no plumbing. It doesn't work and there's the same chicken and rice and yams for every meal."

Other Americans found it hard to take the pounding heat, the noise, the smells, the thieving and venality and the xenophobia of Nigeria's military dictatorship. A young woman who helped organize the American delegation was disgusted. "I think in America we blacks have got the beat shake, I really do," she said. "People going to the bathroom in the streets—" that really flipped me out. And look at those rich Nigerians, Where do they get all those Mercedeses?"

The Americans, like many visiting Africans, were horrified by a bizarre episode during the opening ceremonies at the National Stadium in Lagos. High up in a jam-packed balcony grandstand, several spectators, possibly pickpockets, were snatched off their feet, passed over the heads of the audience and thrown onto the stadium floor; reportedly, some of them were killed. Finally an official used the public-address system to plead over and over: "Stop throwing human beings! Will you please stop throwing human beings?"

**Loyalies:** Festac had been delayed for years by a series of crises in Nigeria—a civil war, a coup, an attempted coup, mismanagement of construction work and charges of wholesale bribery. The hard-fisted government of Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo, who took over after his predecessor was assassinated last year, remained fearful of foreign influence. Some Nigerian officials tried, unsuccessfully, to keep Arab delegations out of the festival on the ground that they weren't sufficiently African. And Nigerian newspapers warned that the U.S. delegation contained CIA agents who were out to "destroy the unity of black peoples." That charge so outraged black activist Ron Karenga that he denounced it publicly during a colloquium on black civilization. "Africans must stop generalizing about the loyalties and motives of Afro-Americans, including the widespread suspicion of black Americans being CIA agents," he declared.

While the Americans were searching for their roots, many Africans were looking inward to see what was wrong with their own societies. "If man originated in Africa, we should ask ourselves why we in Africa are lagging behind," said Prof. L.H. Ofosu-Appiah of Ghana. He predicted that the last pockets of colonial rule in Africa would be eliminated by the end of the decade. "The basic causes for slogan-shouting will diminish, but the basic reasons for Africa's underdevelopment economically and intellectually will remain." Several speakers at the colloquium argued that government-run universities should grant scholars more intellectual freedom. To that, a Sierra Leone Government official replied: "He who pays the piper calls the tune." Then a delegate from Gambia, Haley's aces-